Résumé. 2014 Une méthode de matrice de transfert est utilisée pour calculer la longueur de corrélation de rubans de largeur finie dans le problème de percolation par sites et par liaisons. A partir de la connaissance de ces longueurs de corrélation, nous calculons les seuils et l'exposant critique 03BD par la méthode de renormalisation phé-noménologique.
1. Introduction. - We present a new approach to percolation, based on an adaptation of the transfermatrix method to this type of problems. The transfermatrix method is an old tool of statistical mechanics, which is generally useful to compute the physical properties of one-dimensional systems with .a finite number of states. It is shown here how to generalize it to various situations in percolation theory and how to extract information on two-dimensional systems from the results on strips of different widths.
The standard transfer-matrix method amounts to breaking the partition function of a system with N columns into a sum of terms, where each term cor- responds to a configuration of the n spins in the last column ( Fig. 1 ). For instance, for a strip of Ising spins of width n = 2, there are four terms ZN( + + ), ZN( + -), ZN( -+ ) and ZN( --), corresponding to the four possibilities for the spins. For a system with (N + 1) columns, the { ZN , 1 } are related to the { ZN } by linear relations which may be written in matrix form. The largest eigenvalue of this transfermatrix yields the free energy and from the ratio of the two largest eigenvalues one obtains the correlation length along the strip.
Though dimensional systems, one possibility is to consider strips of finite width n, which have a finite number of states per column, and to extrapolate the results for large n, using for instance finite-size scaling arguments. Another possibility consists in using the phenomenological renormalization-group equations developed by Nightingale [1] and extended by Sneddon [2] , which are particularly well-suited when the correlation length is known. 2. The transfer-matrix. -An approach using the transfer-matrix method would be to consider the lowtemperature limit of the dilute Ising system. A similar scheme has been carried out on some problems involving frustration [6] but it involves products of random matrices and the simplicity of the method is lost.
We use here another formulation, which is simpler and looks more promising. For percolation, the quantity of interest is the probability P (N For large N all probabilities pi(N) behave as ~, where ~, is the largest eigenvalue of the transfer-matrix. The global probability that columns 1 and N are connected has the same behaviour, so the correlation length is
The case where the Nth column is not connected to the first one at all may be omitted, since it just insures conservation of total probability. If it is included, the matrix has 1 as largest eigenvalue and the second largest eigenvalue yields the correlation length, in exact correspondence with the transfer-matrix formulation for spin systems.
In the preceding, it is not stated if the sites of column N are connected to a given site of column 1, or [7] .
The relation may be written as :
Suppose the function Rn,m(p) depends only on the ratio n/m, then it defines an exact renormalization scheme since it holds for n and m infinite and n/m fixed. The fixed point of eq. (2) [5, 8] ). 
